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Arriving during the day. Accommodation can be occupied from 2 PM
6 PM : O P e n i n g • greeting • reviewing the programmes • briefing
Making friends beside drinks - scones, sandwiches and cakes
M . K .F .E .

World Meeting of Kuvaszok and Kuvasz Breeders
12 -15 th August, 2016
Hungary • Hortobágy

i nV it Ati o n

Dear Fr iend s, Kuvasz Breeders!

Our Hungarian Kuvasz Breed Care Association pronounce the
„World Meeting of Kuvaszok and Kuvasz Breeders”
an outstanding event in 2016.
The four-day long event will take place in the

Ö ko t úr a V e ndé g ház és Ke m pin g
( Ecotour Guesthouse and Camping )

12 Borsós • Hortobágy H-4071 • www.okotura.hu
World Meeting of Kuvaszok and Kuvasz Breeders is
an open and friendly event.
We welcome all kuvasz owners,
kuvasz breeders, kuvasz lovers and kuvasz keepers!
Detailed information: www.magyarkuvasz.hu

s ecOnD

Day • s aturDay
Breakfast between 8-9 AM
From 9:15 AM: P rOFessiOnal Day
Lectures: the topics will be specified later, after negotiations
Planned lectures:
The introduction of the Hungarian Kuvasz Breed Care Association ETSZ
Reproduction • behaviour • breeding
• supervision of the litters • illnesses • spermbank
• the question of dysplasia, • experiences in foreign exhibitions
from the judge’s point of view • kuvasz in its original environment
Introduction of foreign kuvasz clubs
The position of the kuvasz in their country.
Lunch: 1-1:45 PM
lectures: 2-3 PM
3 PM Departure to the wild animal park of Malomháza with a bus
(A must-see.)
Dinner: from 7 PM
After dinner lecture about the connection of the kuvasz,
grey cattle and the Hortobágy
The introductions of the foreign kuvasz clubs,
associations and organisations continue
The position of the kuvasz in their country.

th irD Day • s unDay
Breakfast: 8-9 AM

Club exhibition at the ,,Kilenclyukú híd ’’ (nine -hole Bridge)
Opening ceremony at 9 aM • Judging begins at 9 :30 aM
Planned judges:
Leading judge: a nDras K Orózs FCI judge, the president of the MEOESZ
He will judge bitches, and he will choose the Best of Breed.
g ábOr KOró zs FCI judge, will judge males.
In the Breeding suitability test: PhD. Peter huDáK FCI judge,
the leader of the Breeding Committe.

Behaviour judgement on the breeding suitabil ity test
Ferenc PischOFF FCI protection performance and herding judge,
the president of the MKFE ETSZ • Protection helper: zsOlt zsór i

From 3 P M breeding suitability test
on the spot of the club exhibition

Lunch on the spot from 1 PM
From 7 PM dinner in the Ökoház (Ecohouse)
8 PM Further introductions of foreign kuvasz clubs,
organisations and associations
The position of the kuvasz in their country.

F Ourth

Day
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Breakfast: 8-9 AM
9:30 AM We go by train to the fish lake to see the birdlife
(during traveling buffalos can be seen in the mud).
From the lookout tower the view is unforgettable.
Looking around to the surrounding flora and fauna, marshland.
From 1 PM lunch
2 PM closing the world meeting, sharing experiences,
saying goodbye to the participants
Detailed information: www.magyarkuvasz.hu
For more information please contact:
P ischOFF F erenc • talizman848@gmail.com
Phone: +36 20 373 8123 • in hungarian
acsai M agDOlna • magdolna. acsai@gmail.com
(english-speaking contact)
K rebs a nDre a • info@ungarisch-frankfurt. de
(german-speaking contact)
Entry fees:
We can tell the price for 100 per cent sure, only when we know the exact demand for it.
You can choose staying in room or camping. You can come with a caravan, there is
a camping site that satisfies every need in the park of the guest house. The total cost of the
three nights is approximately 250 Euros/person. It includes the accommodation with full
board, programmes’ fees and one dog’s accommodation. Every room hasa bathroom (with
shower and toilet). Those who come with a dog have to pay 10 000 HUF as a cautionmoney
which will be returned if no damage is caused in the rooms (dirt, chew).
It seems that the price will not get lower, according to the owner, however I hope that it
can be reduced a little. Currently this is only a simplified calculation, an example; that is for
one dog with one owner in one room. If more persons would like to stay in a room with 2,3,4
beds, a different price will be calculated, of course, 2, 3, 4, persons/room price. For example,
the price of a room for one person is 24 €/person, and in a room for four person is 14 €/person.
In the case of using the camping, the camping slot is 16 €, plus a dog (4€), with meals
three times a day; the price is 48 €/day. The owner promised a solution for families as well.
The Ökotúra central accommodation can only receive those applicants who need the accommodation for three nights, plus the board, and also the programmes. The three meals
per day are served on the location of the accommodation. The professional day takes place
on site of the accommodation as well. Those who need accommodation only for one day, or
maybe two, have to find accommodation for themselves on their own. In this case the person
can take part in the programmes and the eatings, but has to give us a notice about that in
advance.

We ask all those who would like to take part in the World Meeting of Kuvaszok and
Kuvasz breeders, apply as soon as they can. We have to know on time how many people
will take part in this event because we have to book the lecture hall and have to organize the
lectures, invite the lecturers on time, reserve the spot for the exhibition etc.
We would like to ask the applicants to give accurate answers to all our questions. (Number
of persons who need accommodation, number of dogs, number of children, requirements in
eating (also special needs – eg. being a vegetarian – number of those needs), taking part in
programmes, exhibition, breeding test, the need of the camping, special requirements etc.)
When we know the requirements, the ,,Ökotúra” Guesthouse and Camping will calculate the
fee and the deposit, about which we will inform the applicants.
In the case of too many applicants the chronological order of paying the deposit will be
taken into account.
the aim of the summit:
The meeting of kuvasz owners, to get to know one another better inside and outside the
Hungarian border, sharing the knowledge and experience in breeding, determining the aim
of breeding (the need of health test inland and abroad). Introducing and getting to know the
specimens of kuvaszok bred abroad. What are the most important principles in breeding in
the homeland and at the foreign associations. To create a closer collaboration with the foreign
kuvasz associations.
We would like to ask everyone, who wish to stay in the central accommodation during
the event, to apply until 1st March 2016 the latest to the following e-mail address:
info@okotura.hu
Application to the central accommodation of the event is only possible if the applicants
take part in the whole event during the four days and avail themselves of the services. For
them advertised programmes, and other services (accommodation, catering) are provided.
The programmes can be found in the Invitation.
the application should contain the following information, on the basis of which the
fee will be calculated:
– the applicant(s)’ name, date of birth, address,
– number of children, their age,
– the date of arriving and leaving,
– special needs (e.g. vegetarian diet),
– the number of kuvaszok, and their particulars: name, sex, microchip number, age
– contact information: phone, e-mail address.
On the basis of the sent data will be the exact price calculated, the half of which should
be transferred to the bank account given by the Ökotúra Vendégház (Ecotour Guesthouse)
until 22nd March 2016.
Receiving of the deposit, will be confirmed right away by the owner of the guesthouse,
Mihaly Boda; and that is what makes the application complete.
The arrived applications will receive a serial number in chronological order, as the capacity
of the central accommodation is limited.

Ferenc P i schOFF

The President of Hungarian Kuvasz Breed Care Association

